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30/06/1985
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2012
Extra in an advert 
Soulkitchen Productions

Freelancer at NovaDesign
Portimão

2005 - 2011
Graphic Designer
Production team leader, with overall control of design and production, hands 
on approach design work. With work delegated to colleagues, was able to give 
the team and the clients a broader and more successful ad campaign, proving 
very successful in many cases, as my clients list can prove. Also paged 60% 
of the newspaper on a weekly basis as well as creating newsletters. 
My interest for design started during this period, when I realized that 
my clients were getting good results. 
This is when I decided to further my knowledge and go to university 
to study Design and Communication. It was in 2009 when I decided to leave 
The Portugal News, returning in 2010, when I had more knowledge in the area.
Anglo Press, parte de The Portugal News
Rua Municipio de São Domingos, Urb, Lagoa Sol, Lote 3 r/c, 
8400-415 Lagoa (Portugal)

Every May and Steptember from 2005 until 2011
‘Meet and Greet’ at Algarve Internacional Algarve fair
Anglo Press, The Portugal News

2003 - 2005
Trainee Journalist / Editorial assistant / Designer 
Helped organize weekly features for the Newspaper and in constant contact 
with contributors, to ensure that their articles were sent in according 
to deadlines, and checking editorial content before publication. Worked 
as a trainee journalist, translating articles, and interviewing local residents, 
as well as celebrities, such as Cliff Richard, Chemical Brothers, and more. 
Developed good communications skills, through interviewing people of all 
backgrounds, ages and nationalities. Was also editor of the cultural weekly 
section, and part of the organization of cultural events.
Fleet Street Lda, parte of The Resident Group
Rua Visconde de Lagoa, nº2 e 3, 8400-329 Lagoa, Algarve (Portugal)

2004
Promotional video for Euro 2004
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Promotional video for Euro 2004

2009 - 2012 
Communication Design
Honours Degree
Grade point average: 15 
Instituto Superior Manuel Teixeira Gomes (ISMAT), grupo Lusófona
Avenida Miguel Bombarda nº 15, 8500 - 508 Portimão (Portugal)

.Computer-aided drafting

.Creation of brand identities

.Digital image processing

.Digital media production

.Multimedia computing

.Video edition

.DTP

.Animation and modeling

.Large scale mock-ups

.Photography 

.Website design

.Virtual architecture

.Font design

.Marketing

.Illustration

.Drawing

Won the design competition for the 25th of April commemorations for Portimão 
council, during the second year of university.

 

Indesign
very good

Photoshop
very good

Illustrator
very good

Premier
good

Final Cut
good

Cinema 4D
good

After Effects
good

Dreamweaver
ok

Flash
ok



2012 
Dimensão Love Lagos
Exhibition of works by students in 2nd and 3rd year in partnership 
with ‘Dimensão’ shop, with the theme 'Love Lagos - The Discoveries' 
where Kartel chairs were transformed with printed illustrations. 
Centro Cultural de Lagos

Plural Design Act – Personalities in Art
Fashion event organized by the deisgn students of ISMAT. 2012 theme 
was 'Personalities in Art'. My show was done in conjunction with a colleague 
Stefanie Boucinha, inspired by Madonna. Showcased 8 models and showed 
a video mapping to accompany the show. 
Portimão Auditorium

2011
Feliz Postal
Exhibition of christmas illustrations. 
TEMPO, Portimão

Exposição 25 de Abril 
Exhibition showcasing all the entries for the 25th of Abril commemorations 
competition, with mine being the main design. The typography is still being 
used on the outside of the building. 
Antiga Lota de Portimão 

Plural Design Act – Passaporte
Fashion show   in conjunction with a colleague Anisha Sultanali. We created 
four outfits for our models, and an introductory video for our show.
Auditório de Portimão

Languages: English and Portuguese (bilingual)

Social Skills: Ability to work in a demanding team and working with clients 
(some of which could be difficult) in a diplomatic and well mannered way. 
Can adapt very easily in any environment, given my multicultural background. 
Have very good communication skills, able to talk to anyone from any kind 
of background and age, in any type of situation. Always maintained a good 
and healthy relationship with co-workers colleagues and bosses alike 
at both jobs.

I have shown good leadership skills during my period at The Portugal News, 
when I was in charge of the production team, ensuring all advertising was 
up to standard for publication. Excellent sense of organization, having been 
given such responsibilities from a young age. Organized a major fair, 
called 'The International Algarve fair' in 2009, held in the Algarve, 
which attracted thousands of visitors the best of what the Algarve has to show. 
In charge of keeping the national circulation numbers totaled, including 
subscriptions (national and international), keeping the books up to date 
of the number of total sold, given away and recycled. These numbers 
were always in their thousands, and was imperative for an accurate perdition 
of sales, needed yearly audit.
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